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Still Can’t Get Enough 

Clyfford Still, born 1904 in Grandin, North Dakota, paved way for future American 

abstract artists. Traveling all over the country, Still quickly developed his style even 

though he was not in New York working with similar artists. This may have been what 

led the progression in his artwork, eventually abandoning figures completely, years 

before his colleagues. Still stays linked as a father of Abstract Expression due to his 

paramount work, created by a unique treatment of the canvas and expressive strokes of 

thick impasto. Denver is now fortunate enough to have a beautiful new museum 

dedicated to the majority of Still’s work, built by Allied Works and curated magnificently 

by Dean Sobel.  

Still began his artistic career at an early age, painting what he saw and 

experienced during his years in Canada. Between canvas and paper, Still created over 

2000 works in his lifetime, most done after the 1940s. Since he has created such a 

large varying body of work, it can be difficult to go into a deep comparison of the pieces, 

but we can view his works in a broad manner, comparing the major differences. 

Field Rocks (PH-45, fig. 1) was painted in 1925, establishing Still as a painter, 

but not yet showing his true potential. This work is particularly interesting because it was 



done with a brush, something quite rare in his paintings. Within a few years of this 

painting, he will switch to palette knives for the vast majority of his work. Field Rocks is 

an interesting contrast to the large body of his work because it is so different in style, 

subject, composition, color usage, and context. Soon the human subject will dominate 

his canvas, as well as earthen-tones and the depression. Although the brush strokes of 

this piece are quite expressive, using large amounts of paint with a wide brush in short 

but deliberate strokes creates a glimpse into his soon to be abstraction and expressive 

painting style. His technique of not priming the canvas, letting it show through even in 

his early work, is an interesting choice, perhaps due to his lack of academic training. His 

self-portrait of 1940 is perhaps the only major time we see a break in his palette knife 

specific techniques. 

 Fig. 1 



PH-553 (fig. 2), painted 1937, 

embodies Still’s figurative style but has 

begun evolving his abstraction of work only 

a few years prior. Again, the canvas shows 

through, particularly in texture, due to his 

thin application of the paint with his palette 

knives. His strokes with the knives are 

similar to his brushwork in Field Rocks, 

utilizing a wide spread in short strokes. A 

major difference I see in his strokes is the  

chaotic line quality in PH-553 vs. the   

Fig. 2          academic style found in Field Rocks, which 

follow the curves of the forms painted. A large shift is due to hard labor in fields and 

eventually World War II, leading to a very depressing palette selection and context. 

Blacks and quasi-figures overtake his canvas for many years to come, giving a 

nightmarish quality, slowly opening up into vivid Color-Field paintings, utilizing the bare 

canvas in paintings to come. 

PH-1049 (fig. 3), painted 1977 at the end of his career, embodies what Still was 

able to accomplish in his lifetime. The size of the canvas has more than tripled since 

PH-553 and his paint has become minimal. The thinness of the paint leaves little texture 



on the canvas even with the use of palette knives. With these changes, Still was able to 

create a beautiful and expressive painting by utilizing the white-space of the canvas. 

The canvas almost appears ripped, exposing the paint underneath. He has fully 

departed from his previous subject matter, or has he? Perhaps the paint embodies his 

old subject matter beyond what we can comprehend. It is filled with the same 

expressiveness that Still was able to embody in so much of his work. The jagged edges 

and paint color are reminiscent of his early painting’s fields of wheat or landscape, but 

these paintings have transcended to a new context of which may be more difficult to 

understand. 

 Fig. 3 

Clyfford Still is an asset to American art. He, along with his colleagues, was able 

to progress painting to a whole new level, bringing recognition and respect to Abstract 

Expressionism painters. A lifetime of his work is now on display in the same location for 



the world to see and experience, which is a cultural marvel and we are lucky to have. 

Each viewer experiences Still’s work differently and to see the work on display is an 

experience that be substituted by photographs. The size that Abstract Expressionists 

worked in is part of their context and his final pieces engulf the viewer, taking one into 

his mind. The Clyfford Still Museum in downtown Denver will draw more attention and 

recognition to Still, as well as Abstract Expressionism as a whole, and our culture is 

better because of it. 


